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Ayugi & Everline & Dorothy

I said last report we never quite know what’s in store when we embark on our trips but we are certain there will be some
adventures along the way and this trip has not disappointed. We have been delighted to have the company of our dear friend,
Dorothy Soulsby (not reticent to admit being an octogenarian). I think it’s fair to say Dorothy was in a semipermanent state of incredulity, amazement and wonder, trying to ‘get her head round’ all she was attempting
to take in. That didn’t deter her from successfully engaging four classes of high school students in an English
lesson on their set play, Ibsen’s “A Doll’s House”. First explain what a doll’s house is! One of our primary staff
and ex-student, Charles, named his first baby after her, Joy Dorothy. Joy is our daughter’s middle name. We
visited him and wife Celestine and Steve blessed the baby.
We arrived on a Sunday so had to make a separate trip into Kisumu to do business. The
pound had fallen 5% against the shilling in a week due to Brexit but Steve managed to
negotiate a business rate at our bank – Barclays – as we are prestige customers! Other
business aside, we collected £460 of science equipment just in time for the term’s final year chemistry
practical exam. Then we took Dorothy to the equator – the one we put back in the right place a few years ago!
We visited in 2015 with Myles and Alan and the water experiments wouldn’t work properly because the row
of bricks delineating the equator had become overgrown and a different line made a few metres away. We
gently suggested they uncover the original bricks and now the water flows clockwise a couple of feet north,
anticlockwise a couple of feet south and straight down on the bricks. Astonishing.
In the middle of our trip we drove to Nakuru to take Dorothy to visit the wildlife park. We stayed overnight at The Midland and
treated Rammy, a HbF4 graduate who organises student laptops and has become a good friend, to a meal at the hotel and a trip
round the park with us. The lake has expanded so much, around 30%, that the original gate and reception and the lake road are
submerged and dead tree trunks protrude eerily from the water for around half a Km.
There has been yet another dry rainy season with ensuing drought and lack
of harvest. Thankyou so much to everyone who contributed to the 125x90
kg sacks ( over a ton) of grain we were able to fund and which we were
privileged to watch distributed to more than 1,000 local families. The rains
came five weeks ago but lasted only two weeks with intermittent downpours to date. It’s advantageous
to us in that we can travel more easily but that’s no consolation to families who are hungry. We went to the posho mill to grind
some of our family’s grain.

Education
Kolweny Kingsway High School has fewer boys this year as the local boys’ boarding school has started to admit day students with
lower grades. We’re pleased numbers are fewer but the consensus still seems to be ‘the bigger the better’ despite the resulting
lack of facilities, books, teachers etc.. There is still urgent need for us to complete an upper storey to the library which will
provide two large classrooms.
We spent a long time discussing the irrigation project mentioned in our last report, the national
winner of the STEM Project, submitted by a group of 6 talented Year 9 pupils at The Kingsway,
Cheadle. It’s somewhat frustrating trying to explain the project despite architect’s drawings. We’re
now on our third quotation. It will have to wait until our visit in October as Steve definitely needs to
Sarah ‘the tank’ Stick-thin but
be there to project manage.
she builds our tanks.
I photographed all our new Form 1 sponsored students – an especially
bright group of youngsters and gave my annual talk on ‘behaviour’ (Read into that what you will!)
to all the girls. There has been some disappointing behaviour with girls in the Form 4 hostel
involving boys who have been fighting over them – same the world over - but the reputation of the
school is being tarnished. We’ve drawn up a clear list of rules for the hostel and girls who stay
there will have to sign a contract so we’ll see if that helps. Steve also talked with the Form 3 & 4
boys. I then distributed the Mooncups and knickers to Form 1. We brought out 700+ pairs so they were given to both our schools
and Everline’s primary school, Siany, about 2 miles away.
We stocked up the First Aid kits with plasters, bandages, germolene and paracetamol.
The vital role of librarian has been filled by an ex-student, Boniface, who is doing a brilliant job
cataloguing and monitoring. One of our HbF4 under-graduates is helping in the lab during the long
break to cover the sick leave of the regular technician. Every student received a pen and pencil
ready for mid-year exams.

We attended Monday’s flag-raising assembly (The flag couldn’t be raised as there was “a problem with the string”!) to present
biology books for the library in memory of our good friend Beryl Boardman who sadly died in April.
The Primary School had donations of school dresses, headbands, knickers, pencils etc. and
toothbrushes. Both schools had two footballs. The classroom we refurbished is still looking good
as are the three we’ve done this year. We’re doing 2 more now and the remaining 2 after
October and then maintenance will be up to the school.
Our good friend, Judith, is the new head-teacher and we’re delighted. The woman originally
appointed has been moved to another tribal area in what the government calls ‘delocalisation’, a
crackpot theory of how to integrate the 42 tribes by moving teachers miles away from their home areas and families. Judith’s
influence has already resulted in a neater compound and we hope our laminated notices about binning litter will be heeded.
The Class 8 dinners were well-received during last term’s exams and all the pupils passed, Kolweny Kingsway being top in the
ratings – if such things dare be mentioned. Many students go home to no food and either come back for the afternoon hungry or
don’t come back at all during the wet season. We would therefore like to provide the extra-needy ones a light school dinner
every school day.
The girls’ new latrines have now been completed to the standard we expect and the new building
for the pre-school, adjoining what we affectionately call the Eyesore (It was the one original
building which we renovated rather than demolished.) looks brilliant. We turned up to find it
empty and all the little ones cramped into what will be the sewing room. They weren’t using it
until we opened it officially so we did just that on the spot. We draped tinsel and a ribbon across
the door, the pupils sang for us, Steve and the head gave appropriate speeches, Ayugi blessed the
building, we cut the ribbon and the pupils moved in. The sewing machine was ceremonially brought from the staffroom like the
Ark of the Covenant and that room is also now in use. The pupils are learning to knit and sew, mending uniform on the agenda.
Judith is well on board with the “Keep the Girls in School” (washable sanitary protection) project and she is keen to promote it
amongst parents, getting them to take responsibility and hopefully pay 10 Sh (8p) for the sanitary packs. In the meantime we are
sponsoring the packs at £1 + a pair of knickers each.
Last year’s top high school student, Winnie, - yes a girl for the first time! - is helping at the school until she goes to university to
study nursing. (Both 1st and 3rd students were girls.)

Water & Health
Joseph continues to make filters, some for sale but most of which we buy for needy widows or families.
The best news is that Edwin is back at the dispensary but employed by the government. He is delivering
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accolade for health practitioners in Kenya. We dropped off supplies of medicines and gloves and gave him
clothes
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new
Mums.
We visited Ken the Dentist only to discover that the descaler we took him last visit isn’t functioning. Why
didn’t he tell us? He’ll now have to wait until we can ask Dentaid about it when we could have sorted it
out by now. It’s a Kenyan thing to do without rather than get something fixed, evidenced in everything from broken taps on tanks
to well pumps, crumbling walls and tears in clothing. We gave him medication, gloves, toothbrushes and toothpaste.

Church
Steve preached at church as usual and Dorothy gave a greeting. We gave most of the knitteds to our friends William and Pamela
to distribute at the AIC church (the Kenyan indigenous ‘Anglican’ church). This church is the religious sponsor of our school (every
school has to have one) and the building is in the grounds.

Karowley
No bats this time in the loft. In fact, no livestock other than the resident ghekkos and 2 nesting birds in the eaves.
Thankyou for all the canvas bags we were able to take out. It’s even announced on the plane that plastic bags are no longer
allowed in Kenya so the canvas bags are essential for handing out the contents of our baggage.
We visited several friends including the parents of Dorothy Joy, William & Pamela, Charles & Judith and ‘Wheelchair’
Kennedy, his wife, Chantalle, and three children, the latest being another Steve!
We had lots of visitors, the usual suspects, Dorcas, Penni, Mary (seamstress), Joseph (filters), Sarah the Tank but
what a wonderful surprise to see Victor Audi, a sponsored student now living in Nairobi, married with 2 little ones
(and no more, he says!) running his own refrigeration company and driving a Rav4 ! He came specially to visit and
he’s now supporting extended family and sponsoring 2 students through our high school.
It rained heavily the evening before we came home but we safely negotiated the
quagmire called local roads and the road works which are slicing through the area with scant regard
for homes or livelihoods not to mention risk to life and limb driving through them. We had time to
take Dorothy to Kisumu Museum of Luo culture – guess what? – no electricity! All the exhibits bar the
traditional compound were in darkness. This is Kenya. Good flights home to end a very successful trip.

Thankyou

again for making this work possible by your donations thoughts and prayers.
If you are receiving this by post and now have an email address, just send me a message to let me know the address
angelarowley@ntlworld.com and we can save on postage. If you no longer want to receive the report please let me know that
too. 0161 440 9091/ 07963 255682
Collecting for next visit in October 2019: New Knickers/boys’ pants/bras ( 34-36 B), Canvas bags, Toothbrushes/small toothpastes,
Paracetamol/plasters/germolene/Gaviscon tablets, Click top pens (Tops get lost!)

